I. INTRODUCTION
Grover [l] discovered a quantum algorithm for identifying a target element in an unstructured search universe of N items in approximately 7r/4fi queries to a quantum oracle. For classical search using a classical oracle, the search complexity is clearly of order N/2. It has been proven that this squareroot speed-up is the best attainable performance gain by any quantum algorithm [2], [3] , [4] . In this talk we present an information-theoretic analysis of Grover's algorithm and give a tight lower bound on the complexity of search algorithms using Grover's oracle.
: :
11. GROVER'S ALGORITHM A quantum search may be viewed as a quantum system consisting of a target subsystem X and a computer subsystem
where { I . ) } is an orthonormal set. Grover's oracle {Ox} must call the oracle at least The bound (3) captures the fi complexity of Grover's algorithm. Lower-bounds on Grover's algorithm have been known before; and, in fact, the present bound is not as tight as e.g. the one in [4] . The significance of the present bound is that it is largely based on information-theoretic concepts.
Also worth noting is that the probability of error P, appears explicitly in (3), unlike other bounds known to us.
